Spotswood Primary School
Newsletter
Term 3 Week 3

⚫

Thursday 29th July 2021

“Where everybody is somebody”

Dear Families,
I hope you are all enjoying being back into the routine of school days on-site. We were delighted to
have all our students return yesterday. There was a high level of energy around the school in the
morning as everyone reconnected and the excitement only built further when we experienced an
unexpected hailstorm. What an exciting way to come back to school!

Parent/Caregiver/Guardian Opinion Survey
Our school is conducting a survey to find out what families think of our school. The Parent/Caregiver/Guardian
Opinion Survey is an annual survey offered by the Department of Education and Training that is conducted amongst
a sample of randomly selected parents/caregivers/guardians (previously known as the Parent Opinion Survey). It is
designed to assist schools in gaining an understanding of families’ perceptions of school climate, student behaviour,
student engagement and experiences of remote and flexible learning. Our school will use the survey results to help
inform and direct future school planning and improvement strategies.
This year we are inviting all parents to participate in the survey. All responses to the survey are anonymous. This year,
the Parent/Caregiver/Guardian Opinion Survey will be conducted from Friday 30th July to Sunday 22nd August.
The survey will be conducted online, only takes 20 minutes to complete, and can be accessed at any time within
these dates on desktop computers, laptops, tablets or smartphones. The online survey will be available in a range of
languages other than English. These include: Arabic, Vietnamese, Mandarin, Chin (Hakha), Hindi, Japanese, Somali,
Turkish, Punjabi and Greek.
You will find the survey at the following address:
https://www.orima.com.au/parent?&orimaW=1903
Once you arrive at the portal, select your preferred language
and enter the following details:
School Name: Spotswood Primary School
School PIN:

367317

…continued on next page

Message from the Principal…continued

Bullying Prevention Policy
Following from our Bully Zero workshops and parent information session last
term, we are currently updating our bullying prevention policy and would like to
seek some feedback from parents on our updated policy. You can find the draft
of our policy on our website at this link:
https://www.spotswoodps.vic.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/BullyingPrevention-Policy-Draft-1.pdf
If you would like to provide feedback, please respond to this brief survey at the
following link:
https://bit.ly/3iawBlZ
Please record your responses by Tuesday 3rd August so the information can be
helpful at our Policy and Curriculum meeting.
We are also engaging students’ feedback in the policy through some discussion
and surveys here at school.

Pupil Free Day
Families are reminded that Monday 9th August will be a Pupil Free Day at Spotswood Primary School and staff will be
engaged in professional learning. OSHClub will be available for a full day care program if needed.

Wellbeing Space
We have been working on developing a wellbeing space in our school next to the library and it is coming along nicely!
Here are a few sneak peeks. We are looking forward to this being a space where we can focus on the social and
emotional aspects of our curriculum and help develop strategies students can use to support wellbeing.

Jackie Green
Principal

Curriculum Update – Term 3 Week 4
Continuous
reporting

Prep
Reading
Writing
Spelling
Maths

SWPB /
Respectful
Relationships
Grade 1 / 2
Reading

Writing

Spelling
Maths

WALT make inferences about where the story takes place.
WALT infer humour that is easy to grasp eg: silly characters
Narrative
You must park the car down here.
Time Know and identify the days of the week and link specific days to familiar events.
Sequence familiar events in time order
Topic 5 - Stress Management - How stressful?

Mentor text: Home
Solving words
*explore nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs
Fluency
*read both orally and silently at a rate that reflects fluent processing
During this week the students will be assisting in composing an information report on
kangaroos. They will understand that to write an information report, the writer needs to
hook the audience using bold beginnings, mighty middles and excellent endings.. The
students will also continue to engage in the Writing Cycle.
‘a’ as in ant
2 x Whole Number Consolidation
1 x Post Assessment

SWPB /
Respectful
Relationships
Grade 3 / 4
Reading

Writing

Spelling
Maths

Grade 5 / 6
Reading

3 x Time Lessons
Activity 2 Cheering up and calming down
Students explore the difference between calming and cheering coping strategies. Students
identify times when they need to use calming or cheering coping strategies
Mentor Text:
What a waste + Your Planet needs you.
• predicting
• Making connections
• Exploring vocabulary
Genre focus: Biography / Interview
Convention focus: Punctuation mini lessons
• generating
• planning
• drafting
• editing
• producing
y as in yawn
i as in onion
Time- Identify and understand quarter to and quarter past
Read time to the nearest minute
Calculate elapsed time
Convert units of time
Understand 24 hour time

Mentor Text - We are all Born Free
*explicitly state new knowledge and ideas
*Students to research and create a presentation on the UN Declaration of Human Rights

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TNvPf-3LAZA
Literature Circles- -rotation 4
weekly meetings and sharing of information.
-summarise important parts of a text (chapters or sections) in a way that addresses
specific questions or clarifies the larger meaning
BTN- Behind The News
listen and take notes on individual news stories. Share information via a thinking tool.
Writing

WALT: understand what a ‘hybrid text’ is, and then create our own hybrid text using the
6+1 writing cycle.
PODCAST- Mars Patel - listening, summarising and predicting

Spelling
Maths

Focus- graph /q/ as in queen
-digraph /cq/ as in acquire
Time
WALT-Measure, calculate and compare elapsed time
-create a timetable for camp

We have added a new column to our weekly curriculum update to prepare for the introduction of continuous reporting.
In coming weeks you will see a ‘tick’ in this column next to some curriculum areas to let you know there will be
feedback provided on your child’s progress in that curriculum unit. Our continuous reporting will be available through
the parent portal in Sentral.

2021 Book Week
Book Week is one of our favourite celebrations here at Spotswood and we couldn’t let a
global pandemic stop us from making a week of it! The teachers have been busy planning
to ensure that the week is going to be memorable for us all.
Book Week Performance
All year levels will kick off the week with a performance from Meerkat Productions. The
performance is an adaptation of the book….
Your Birthday was the BEST! by Maggie Hutchings, illustrated by
Felicita Sala
From the author of the best-selling Mermaid! and Unicorn! and one of the world’s hottest new
picture-book illustrators comes the story of a plucky young cockroach who gate-crashes a
birthday party – with hilarious results. Funny, silly and surprisingly cute, Your Birthday Was the
BEST! is the perfect blend of downright gross and delightfully entertaining.
It’s an uplifting story with an insect protagonist that always looks on the bright side of life. Our
adaptation will focus on the themes of resilience and rising to challenges.
Schedule of Events
We have planned some wonderful experiences for the students to celebrate all of the shortlisted books this year. Our
plans are set out below, however may need to have some final adjustments depending on Covid guidelines. We will be
in touch if anything changes.
Tuesday August 17
Your Birthday was the BEST! Performance
Wednesday August 18
Book Week creation rotations based on the short listed books
Thursday August 19
Book Week dress up parade and families open morning from 9 – 11
Students are invited to dress up as their favourite book characters and join the
parade!
Emma Vasilevski
Assistant Principal

Grade 5/6 Camp
Our Grade 5/6 Camp is scheduled for Wednesday 8th September to Friday 10th September. This year the students will
be attending The Summit in Trafalgar East. The Summit is an award-winning venue located on 50 acres approximately
1 hour and 40 minutes drive from Spotswood Primary School.
Students and staff will be staying in The Summit’s Tent Village which is an exciting feature of this camp. The tent
village is built on permanently constructed timber decking, has dedicated amenities close by and includes ducted
heating to all tents.
We are planning our camp as we would any other year and are hoping it will go ahead as usual.
In the past we have given families approximately 10 weeks notice of the cost, but due to the unknown situation of
lockdowns in Victoria, we have waited a little longer this year.
The cost per child for the 5/6 Camp is $385.00. If you wish to start paying it off now you can. The Qkr app will be
updated with payment options by this weekend. We will send more information out to families with activities etc once
the current 2 week period of continued restrictions is over.
Full payment must be received by 1st September to ensure your child’s place on the camp. We wish to reassure you
that should the camp be cancelled, you will receive a full refund of the amount you have paid.

What’s Happening in Our Classrooms
Prep – Great to be Back Together!
What a topsy turvy week we’ve had! Half the week at home with remote learning and half the week back at school! It
has been fantastic to be back together again. There has been lots of excitement in class and around the yard. We love
school!
Rebecca Howard
Prep H Classroom Teacher

Years 1 & 2 – Earth’s Continents and Oceans
The Grade 1/2 students have been learning about our Earth’s continents and oceans in Inquiry. This week we
explored the features of different continents by using Google Earth and had a discussion about how the features of
Australia are linked to the location on Earth. We investigated the question ‘What would happen if Australia was in the
Northern Hemisphere? What would it be like?’.
Nicole Janosevic
1/2J Classroom Teacher

Years 3 & 4 – Our Writing Cycle
3/4B has transitioned seamlessly from remote to onsite learning!
Can you even tell the difference!?
We are looking forward to picking up where we left off.
We are working hard on
producing poems for our writing
cycle, focusing on the spelling
pattern ‘v as in voice’ and
challenging ourselves when
learning how to tell the time.
Tianne Ball
3/4B Classroom Teacher

Years 5 & 6 – Thank You
Wednesday July 28 saw the 5/6T students return from Remote Learning fantastically positive and very pleased to be
back with our friends and our teachers in the classroom.
In reflecting on our days of the latest lockdown, we began considering the people in our lives who made sacrifices
from their own roles and responsibilities in order to help us achieve our learning goals.
We acknowledged and appreciated that it was a very busy and often stressful time for our families, so we thought it
would be a nice gesture to create some thank you cards for that person(s) in our lives who went above and beyond for
us. Thank you x
Aaron Turner
5/6T Classroom Teacher

Specialists – Japanese
Japanese News: Meet Tokyo Olympic & Paralympic Mascots “Miraitowa” & “Someity”.
Mascots are used to welcome visitors to a sporting event and to enhance the excitement of children and adult
fans alike.
Miraitowa and Someity are meant to be embodiments of both Japanese culture and the spirit of the Olympic and
Paralympic games. Both characters have an anime style and are extremely athletic – they participate in every event,
from basketball and tennis to archery, kayaking, and horseback riding. The two are friends. They live in a digital world
but can transfer themselves to the real world via the internet.

Origin of their names
Someity (pronounced soh-may-tee) comes from someiyoshino, a popular cherry blossom variety, and additionally
echoes the English phrase “so mighty”. Someity is a cool character with cherry blossom tactile sensors and super
powers. It can send and receive messages telepathically using the cherry blossom antennae on both sides of its face.
It can also fly using its ichimatsu-pattern cloak. It is usually quiet, but it can exhibit great power when necessary. It
embodies Paralympic athletes that demonstrate superhuman power. It has a dignified inner strength and it also loves
nature. It can talk to stones and wind by using its super power, and is also able to move things by just looking at them.
Miraitowa (pronounced mee-rah-e-toh-wa), is based on the Japanese words mirai (future) and towa (eternity)
combined. This name was chosen to promote a future full of eternal hope in the hearts of people all over the world.
Miraitowa has indigo blue ichimatsu-patterns on its head and body. The mascot's personality is derived from a
traditional Japanese proverb that means to learn old things well and to acquire new knowledge from them.

The mascot has both an old-fashioned aspect that respects tradition and an innovative aspect that is in tune with
cutting-edge information. It has a strong sense of justice, and is very athletic. The mascot has the special ability to
move anywhere instantly.
Below are drawings and figures of the Olympic and Paralympic mascots made by some of our students during remote
learning.
Radmila Jojic
Japanese Teacher

By Rowland Walker
Mascot: Fandago
Powers:
1. Water Bend – can save people from falling from great heights by putting water
under them.
2. Sun Manipulate – can change the heat of the whole world

By Kaija
Schokman

By Archer
Wolrath

By Esme
Craik

By Halle
Hitch

By Ewan
Scholtes

By Lilliana
Gillard

By Zara
Elbob

By Abhijot
Mandhan

By Gilbert
Wright

In Other News…
Premiers’ Reading Challenge Update
As you know, all students at Spotswood Primary School are registered as Challengers on the 2021 Premiers’ Reading
Challenge website www.education.vic.gov.au/prc
As at 29th July, 14 students have completed the 2021 Challenge. Congratulations to:
Prep H ........ Angus Creaney & Jory Nock
Prep V ........ Zeppelin Madden & Charli Welsh
Prep/1A ...... Summer Rust
1/2K ............ Olivia Welsh & William Hesketh
3/4B ............ Isla McNamara & Sophie Clark
3/4M ........... Grace Clark
5/6C............ Liana Taufa
5/6M ........... Emily Forrest & Max Ilett
5/6T ............ Ewan Scholtes
How to complete the Challenge:
Students in grades Prep to 2 need to read 30 books, including 20 or more from the Challenge booklist.
Students in grades 3 to 6 will need to read 15 books, including 10 or more from the Challenge booklist.
The Challenge finishes on 17th September 2021.

Returning borrowed laptops
We have received the all clear for families who borrowed laptops and headphones during lockdown to now return
these items to school. Please ensure your child’s name is still attached or written on a note with the laptop. Laptops
and headphones can be handed to teachers at the gates at the start or the end of the school day.

ART ROOM DONATIONS
Thank you to families who have donated items to the Art Room.
We are still in need of donations of baby wipes and newspaper.
If you can donate any or all we would very much appreciate it.
Baby wipes: we use the $2 packet CUB brand fragrance free or lightly scented from Coles but will happily
accept other types.
Newspaper: lots and lots of it!
Thank you,
Ms Asp

Library Help Wanted
After the current 2 week restriction period, we will be in need of volunteers to help cover library books with contact. If
you are interested in helping with this job in the comfort of your home, please contact Sharon on 9391 1323 or via
email at spotswood.ps@education.vic.gov.au
Thank you.

Student Awards
Congratulations to the following students who will receive an award this week:
Prep H ........ Jack Dart - for being enthusiastic about the 100 days of school celebration and for
counting 100 items!
Prep V ........ Kit Burdeu - creating interesting characters and settings when exploring story writing, well done!
Prep/1A ...... Nathan Bui - for your outstanding hard work in class and during the remote learning period! Your fantastic
drawings and writing always make our day!
1 / 2 J ......... Zyann Morales - for continuing to develop his confidence to be able to participate in class discussion and
for a fantastic effort during Remote Learning! Well done!!
1 / 2 K ......... Noah Dixon - for supporting and encouraging everyone in our class and always working cooperatively
in a group. Thank you Noah!
1 / 2 P ......... Daya Perry-Brown - for showing terrific commitment during remote learning, and being an enthusiastic
contributor to all our online classes. Well done, Daya!
1 / 2 U ......... Zoe Yasmine - always putting in her best effort and having a growth mindset when facing challenges.
3 / 4 B ......... Finlay Scholtes - writing a creative shape poem on Neptune. You added rhyme along with some brilliant
verbs and adjectives. Well done!
3 / 4 J ......... Isabelle Gillott - for her outstanding effort and continuous commitment to remote learning, showing a
growing confidence when sharing during our WebEx sessions. Well done, Isabelle!
3 / 4 M ........ Kyal O’Bree - displaying a fresh commitment to his work and setting new goals in the classroom. Love to
see it, Kyal!
5 / 6 C ......... Evie Bischa - displaying a fantastic attitude towards remote learning. Great work Evie!
5 / 6 M ........ Jake Cassar - for working diligently throughout Remote Learning and trying to complete all set tasks. Well
done!
5 / 6 T ......... Sam Georgiades - for showing great resilience and commitment throughout remote learning, and always
providing an upbeat energy to our live lessons. Thanks Sam.

To:
Odin, Mya, Abhijot, Jack G, Cameron, Lucas D, Edmund

